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Preamble

The Central Sector Scheme is being implemented by all
the partners as per their plans to achieve respective
targets. Coordinated efforts are being made by various
departments and agencies for environment building and
capacity development of farmers, machine operators,
and tractor drivers to operate machines etc. for in-situ
management of rice residue. Various machine
manufacturers worked day and night to complete the
targets for supply the machines at village level. As the
harvesting season set in, the campaign entered in final
and decisive phase and convergence is the key to
success in this campaign. The synergy among various
actors and partners is must to cover entire area and all
the farmers where residue burning is prevalent.

Rampant crop residue burning in the states of northwest India is a major concern for all the stakeholders of
agriculture. The phenomenal atmospheric pollution,
nutritional losses and soil health deterioration has made
policy makers vigilant. Therefore, an appropriate
strategy for in-situ crop residue management was
planned for effective implementation to facilitate zero
burning farming. The Central Sector Scheme on
“Promotion of Agricultural Mechanization for In-situ
Management of Crop Residue in the States of Punjab,
Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and NCT of Delhi” was
implemented with an outlay of 1152 crores for the
period from 2018-19 to 2019-20 for effective utilization

and management of crop residue by respective
governments in these states. Under the scheme, an
outlay of Rs. 19.36 crore was made for the Krishi Vigyan
Kendras (KVKs) of the region to conduct
demonstrations, capacity building activities etc. for
creating awareness among the stakeholders covering
total 60 KVKs of Punjab (22), Haryana & Delhi (15)
and UP (23). All out efforts were by various
stakeholders including state agriculture departments,
cooperative societies, KVKs, Farmers clubs, NGOs,
Manufacturers, Owners of Machine Banks, Custom
Hiring Centres & Self Help Groups, farmers etc.

In order to develop synergy amongst various partners, a
one day Convergence Meet of stakeholders on
“Converging Harbingers of Agriculture, Allied
departments & KVKs for Demonstrating Excellence
in Residue Management (CHAK DE)” was organized
on October 8th, 2018 at ICAR-ATARI, Ludhiana,
Punjab. The specific objectives of the Convergence
Meet were:
·
Establishing synergy amongst various partners for
effective implementation of the scheme
02
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the Guests of Honour. A publication in Punjabi titled
“gzikp d/ 25 gq/oDkdkfJe fgzvL gokbh ;kVD B{z o'eD
ns/ ;[uZih ;zGkb dk ;|o ” was also released which
depicted the story of inspiring 25 villages of Punjab
where KVKs motivated farmers to adopt various
residue management technologies and give up burning
in the entire village. In the end, Nukkad nataks and skits
were performed by the students of PAU, GADVASU
and GNNC, Doraha depicting clear message against
burning stubbles. The program concluded with a
positive note when all the participants assured their all
possible efforts to curb paddy residue burning.

·
Sharing learning experiences on crop residue
management of various stakeholders for midcourse corrections
·
Identifying the barriers in convergence and devising
strategies to overcome these
The Convergence Meet was organized by ICARAgricultural Technology Application Research Institute
(ATARI), Ludhiana in association with Punjab
Agricultural University (PAU), Ludhiana. More than
150 key partners including cooperative societies,
progressive farmers (owners of CRM machinery) from

Haryana & Punjab, NGOs, manufacturers, researchers,
NABARD, Punjab Pollution Control Board (PPBC),
ICAR institutes (IIMR, Ludhiana, CIPHET, Ludhiana,
CSSRI, Karnal, IIWBR, Karnal), CIMMYT-BISA,
PAMETI, Ludhiana, Program Coordinators of KVKs
from Haryana & Punjab, press & media etc. participated
in the Meet and shared their key learnings, action plans
and debated strategies of coordination, cooperation and
collaboration.

At the outset, Dr. Rajbir Singh, Director, ICAR-ATARI,
Ludhiana formally welcomed the dignitaries and
participants of the Meet. He briefed the house about the
background of problem of residue burning and the
central sector scheme for in-situ management of crop
residue. He also briefed about the activities being
undertaken by the KVKs and achievements in terms of
given targets under in-situ management of crop residue.
While setting the context of the meet, Dr. Singh stressed
upon the need of united efforts of all the partners in a
convergence mode to make this massive campaign
grand success. He appreciated the vital and unique role
played by different stakeholders and every actor, public

Dr. T. Mohapatra, Secretary (DARE) and DG (ICAR)
graced the occasion as the Chief Guest while Dr. B. S.
Dhillon, Vice-chancellor, PAU, Ludhiana and Dr. A. S.
Nanda, Vice-chancellor, GADVASU, Ludhiana were
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or private, in fighting the menace of residue burning
while paving the way for sustainable agriculture in the
region. He stressed upon the missionary zeal that is
necessary to cope the challenges posed by modern
agriculture and need of convergence of all the
stakeholders. Dr. Rajbir Singh highlighted the current
situation of residue burning and the efforts being
undertaken to deviate farmers from the practice. He
reiterated the call of Hon'ble Prime Minister to curb this
ill practice while briefing about efforts made by ICARATARI, KVKs, PAU, CCSHAU and other
organizations like CIMMYT, BISA etc in association
with agriculture and line departments. He requested Dr.
B. S. Dhillon, the Chairman of the programme, to
conduct the deliberations.

agriculture for realizing effective crop residue
management. Considering the necessity of united action
to transform the way crop residue is handled, he urged
the organizations, institutions, government bodies, farm
machine manufacturers, finance institutions, NGOs,
cooperative societies and farmers to converge their
efforts in a systematic and holistic way to reap desired
outcomes.
Dr. B. S. Dhillon, Vice-chancellor, PAU, Ludhiana
expressed his happiness to see the participation of
different organizations and institutes for the meet and he
sought the meet as an opportunity for getting feedback
for PAU's technologies. He urged every participant to
contribute to the maximum while accomplishing
common objective of stubble management. He
emphasized the scheme as an opportunity for the state of
Punjab to take steps towards sustainable agriculture.
He further emphasized that any action which creates
confusion among stakeholders at this stage will desist us
from this mission; whereas, united efforts will results
into outstanding outcomes. He assured farmers of all the
support in dealing with residue management and asked
them to do what is best for themselves and their
generations to come.

Dr. T. Mohapatra, in his inaugural address, thanked
farmers of Punjab and Haryana for feeding the entire
nation and urged them to lead the way against crop
residue burning as well. He said that managing 20
million tons of paddy straw in Punjab in three weeks is a
herculean task but in-situ management has many
advantages over other options. He appreciated the role
of ATARI in conducting this meet which is the need of
the hour as united action and single voice will
strengthen the campaign which has entered in its final
and decisive phase. Efforts must be aimed to seek
positive actions from all the stakeholders which in turn
influence the mindset of farmers leading to shun stubble
burning. He emphasized the significance of
collaborative efforts of all the stakeholders of

Dr. A. S. Nanda, Vice-chancellor, GADVASU,
Ludhiana emphasized that the efforts towards crop
residue management are not just about implementing a
government scheme but a crucial step towards
transforming the way agriculture is done. He also
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improves besides the better soil health. Sh. Gurpreet
Singh of the same village suggested that use of happy
seeder is very useful technology for wheat sowing in
standing stubbles as farmers can save money besides
timely sowing of wheat.

highlighted paddy straw as an animal feed and other
optional uses of crop residues that can be explored until
we are fully prepared for in-situ management. He
extended all possible support and assistance from the
university to all the stakeholders wherever and
whenever needed.

Sh. Kanwaldeep Singh Mann representing Rori Kapura
Self Help Group of village Rori Kapura of Faridkot said
that farmers should be given a basket of technologies to
manage the straw with least cost and efforts. He opined
that the ex-situ management of paddy may also be
continued and subsidies on cutter, baler and raker may
also be given. He expressed that more Bio-mass plants
should be constructed as it requires less machinery and
also it provide an opportunity for income generation to
rural youth. He also shared his good experience of last
2-3 years of practicing residue management by sowing
wheat with happy seeder. He advised farmer to purchase
machinery in groups for getting higher subsidy and
better utilization of machinery.

All the participants were requested to share their
experiences and give practical recommendations to
pave the way for all the stakeholders for effective in-situ
residue management. The timeline of the discussion
was defined and participants were invited to share and
reflect upon the learning from the field.
Farmers' Perspective:
Sardar Jaswinder Singh Gill from Bhagwanpur village
of Amritsar said that one of the reasons many farmers
are reluctant to incorporate the paddy straw into the
field is rising diesel prices. Therefore, he suggested that
inflated diesel prices must be considered while fixing
support prices of agriculture commodities. Moreover,
he also suggested that there should be some incentives
available for the farmers who are already engaged in insitu management of paddy stubbles.

S. Gagandeep Singh of Sirhind, Fatehgarh Sahib, who is
practicing wheat sowing with happy seeder since 2015,
said that all the farmers should be included in in-situ
management of paddy straw scheme and there should be
some flexibility for the purchase of machine depending
on their own requirements.

Sh. Darshan Singh Sidhu of Rampura, Bathinda who is
managing residue without burning since 2011 shared
his experiences and advised farmers in the district to
shift from conventional rice-wheat to the crop rotation
of rice-potato while incorporating paddy stubbles in
soil. He further said that incorporation of residue in soil
adds some cost but production and quality of the crop

S. Joga Singh of village Jaitowal, Jalandhar said that the
demonstrations should be conducted at farmer's field in
different villages to show them and convince other
farmers in village straw management technologies like
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Super SMS, Happy Seeder, Chopper etc. He also
demanded that the ban on straw burning should be
strictly imposed by District Administration. Similarly,
S. Amandeep Singh of village Wadala, Jalandhar said
that the straw management machinery shall be made
available to farmers having marginal, small and
medium land holdings i.e. for farmers with land
holdings <1 ha, 1-2 ha, 2-4 ha through co-operative
societies, custom hiring centres by providing more
subsidy.

be enhanced and should be given on priority basis.
Moreover, the short/medium duration varieties of
paddy should be promoted in a big way for timely
sowing of wheat.
S. Gurbaksh Singh of Makha, Mansa urged that for
group subsidy under the central scheme, there should be
a ceiling on land holding of individual farmer (i.e.
individual group member should not have land holding
more than 5 acres) because large farmers are again
getting benefit of this group scheme. He also expressed
that the scheme should start well before the harvesting
of paddy crop and there should be check on
manufacturers, as the manufacturers charge exorbitant
rates of machinery when subsidy is announced.

S. Swaran Singh Chandi of Boolpur, Kapurthala urged
the authorities that the farmers who are already indulged
in in-situ residue management should be awarded
suitably. He shared the experience of the village
Boolpur where farmers are cultivating vegetable crops
like potato and capsicum in addition to wheat crop after
incorporating the paddy straw. Though the
incorporation of paddy straw has increased the cost of
cultivation but it has also enhanced the quality and yield
of crop. He requested that the straw management
machinery should be provided at subsidy of 80% for
individual applicants irrespective of requirement of
formation of SHG. Moreover, the hiring rates of these
machines should be rationalized so that more and more
small farmers can make use of these machines. Further,
politicians should restrict themselves from giving
statements that provoke farmers to burn residues.

S. Jasmer Singh of Shahpur, Mohali suggested that the
machinery should be light so that it can be operated by
small tractors (<50 hp) which will be easier for the
farmers. Few more machines may also be included in
this scheme. He conveyed that it is a path breaking
scheme to solve the problem of paddy straw burning in
Punjab. He also appreciated the mass awareness
programmes conducted in order to sensitize farmers,
farm women, rural youth and children about managing
paddy straw rather than burning it.
S. Mohinder Singh Dosanjh of Dosanjh Kalan,
Nawanshahar kept his view points and sensitized the
other farmers regarding the harmful effects of the
regarding stubble burning. He stressed on the fact that
stubble burning leads to destruction of flora and fauna
of the field and the soil productivity decreases with time
and is a serious threat to environment. He shared his
success story with others on how he manages the crop
residue in the field and also encouraged the farmers for
adopting other crops and diversification of agriculture
by breaking the paddy-wheat cycle. He lauded the
efforts of PAU and ICAR for bringing this project for
Punjab and hoped for better management of crop
residue in the future.
Sh. Harwinder Singh of Fatehpur, Ropar suggested that
the subsidy on the in-situ management of paddy straw
should be increased to 80% in the individual cases,
since in his view the farmers are not ready to purchase

S. Gagandeep Singh of Nangal Khurd, Mansa opined
that the best option for sowing wheat crop is with happy
seeder and therefore the subsidy on happy seeder may
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the machinery in groups. He also suggested that subsidy
should be given on the purchase of tractors, may be only
to small and marginal farmers.

assistance from the DAC&FW they have developed a
custom hiring centre “Udyami Kisan Self-help Group”
and are determined to make village “residue burning
free”. Further, this year, with the help of KVK staff and
village youth, they are also motivating the farmers of
nearby villages not to burn the paddy straw. They are
hopeful that they will be able to convince the farmers to
adopt the PAU recommended practices for the
management of paddy straw and making their village
residue burning free.

S. Sher Singh, Kot Bhudda, Tarn Taran requested to
increase their activities particularly in the border area of
the district Tarn Taran as the farmers of this area are not
aware about techniques. He also requested to official to
provide more subsidies to small and marginal farmers
on the purchase of implements required for paddy straw
management and these implements also made available
through cooperative societies on priority basis.

Saint Gurmeet Singh of village Khosa Pando, Moga
expressed his concern over the air, soil and water
pollution. He emphasized that we should make
collective efforts at community level to safe guard the
environment. He explained that by seeing the huge
environmental pollution during the previous years due
to burning of paddy straw, he motivated the village
youth to come forward and make collective efforts to
manage the paddy straw. With the technical support of
KVK, Moga they opted all means of paddy straw
management including baler, chopper, mulcher, mould
board plough, happy seeder, zero till drill for the
management of paddy straw. They also prepared
compost from paddy straw with technical support
provided by KVK, Moga and machinery provided by
the department of Soil Science PAU, Ludhiana. Due all
these efforts, paddy residue was not burnt in more than
80 per cent area of that village during last year. This year
with the technical support of KVK, Moga and financial

S. Nirmal Singh of Longowal village of Sangrur said
that land owners who lend their land to other farmers for
cultivating should make a deal with the farmer that they
would relax the rent a little if he promises not to burn
paddy stubbles.
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Key reflections :
v
Inflating diesel prices will increase the cost of residue management, but will not be reflected in
support price since it is fixed prior to the season.
v
Some kind of reward system must be in place for incentivizing farmers who are engaged in in-situ
residue management before the scheme.
v
Short duration varieties of paddy should be popularized to avoid burning of residues. Similarly,
different crop rotations can also be encouraged to manage residues effectively.
v
Ex-situ management of residues should also be continued/encougraged till the farmers are
completely ready for in-situ management.
v
The ban on residue burning should be strictly imposed by District Administration. Opinion leaders
should restrict themselves from giving statements that would provoke farmers to burn residues.
Similarly, media and press should come forward to publish/highlight the positive news, case
studies, success stories etc. instead of negative news.
v
The scheme should accommodate the machine requirements of small and marginal farmers as the
benefits of this scheme is being reaised by large farmers
v
To encourage small and marginal farmers to purchase individual machines, subsidy should be
increased to 80% (instead of 50%) as this will encourage the involvement of small and marginal
farmers who could not take the benefits of this scheme. Further, there should be a ceiling on land
holding of farmers for purchase of machines under subsidy for starting CHCs or Machine Bank.
Tractors may also be given under the scheme for small and marginal farmers, as it is an integral part
to operate machinery. Mechanism should be devised to make available these costly machines to
small and marginal farmers.
v
Religious leaders should be roped in the campaign against residue burning. Similarly, rural youth
should be involved in the activities to popularize residue management practices.
v
Farmers should be motivated to lend their lands to only those who will not burn residues.
v
Trainings and demonstrations should be prioritized for the villages where one or few machines are
already available or have been ordered. Similarly, demonstrations on use of machinery and its
results should be conducted in every village to reach out the last mile.

because most of the time when subsidies are announced,
the manufacturers increase the basic price of machine.
He cited the current increase in prices of happy seeder as
the Government announced the subsidy on it. The
selling price of Happy Seeder was 1.25 lakhs last year
which increased to more than 1.65 lakhs. He added that
the quality parameters should also be fixed by the
government and one team of experts should monitor the
quality parameters of machines. He further said the

Custom Hiring Centres Owners' Perspective:
S. Palwinder Singh of village Baronga, Fatehgarh
Sahib, who owns happy seeder since 2008 and also
established custom hiring center, opined that whenever
the machines are given to the cooperative society, the
government should ensure that the society has its own
tractor with driver otherwise the machines will not be
used upto its capacity. He also suggested that the
Government should control the price of machinery
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central scheme and to get more area covered under insitu crop residue management. He requested the
manufacturers to encourage simple M.B. plough that
could run on 35-40 hp tractors instead of reversible
M.B. plough which is very costly and needs at least 50
hp tractors. Farmers should form groups and purchase
machinery at higher subsidy.
S. Gurmail Singh of Chattiana, Muktsar who
represented Custom Hiring Center, Chattiana, opined
that the number of Custom Hiring Centres should be
increased along with number of demonstration by
KVKs for effective management of Paddy residue. All
cooperative societies need to be strengthened regarding
residue management implements.

environment is the responsibility of everyone therefore
all people should be sensitized about the issue.
S. Gurdial Singh of Sallopur, Gurdaspur representing
his custom hiring centre shared his experience that in
2016, he had sown wheat with happy seeder obtained
from the KVK in his 10 acre land. Being satisfied with
the results, he developed a machinery bank with a group
of 12 farmers in 2017-18 after getting 40% assistance
from the Department of Agriculture. His group has
sown approximately 400 acres of wheat with this
machinery. Now, the group is also providing other
machinery like mould board plough, rotavator, happy
seeder etc. on custom hiring basis. This year (2018-19),
our group is planning to get more machinery under the

Sh. Prem Singh of Kajla, Nawanshahar representing a
Custom Hiring Centre said that farmers very
specifically probe at the points that there is lack of
agricultural machinery and due to small and marginal
land holdings and underpowered tractors there is an
underutilization of crop residue machinery. He also
suggested to explore the possibility custom hiring
centers which can be managed by KVKs, agriculture
department ect.
Sh. Hameet Singh of Fatehpur, Ropar shared that he is
sowing wheat with happy seeder since 2013. He

Key reflections:
v
Government should ensure quality and reasonability of price of the machinery, as rising
demand and provision of subsidy may compromise both.
v
Subsidized machinery should be given to the Custom Hiring Centers which have their own
tractors and trained drivers.
v
Custom Hiring Centres should be further strengthened considering their accessibility to many
small and marginal farmers. Similarly, Government should also come up with its own Custom
Hiring Centres particularly in disadvantage/remote areas.
v
Simple MB ploughs that can be run with 35-40 HP tractors may also be encouraged
considering the availability of such tractors.
v
Custom Hiring Centres may form farmers groups on different social media platform to share
their experiences.
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cultivated wheat with this method in 4 acres initially and
raised the area to 115 acres in 2017. He also owns
custom hire centre and has two combine harvesters,
happy seeder, mouldboard plough and rotavator. In the
year 2017, he started using combine with SMS. Using
SMS paddy straw is properly cut so there is ease in the
use of happy seeder; moreover, the rat damage has also
decreased. He says that in the happy seeder sown wheat
there is no lodging, less weeds, and saving of time and
oil. He shared that he is charging Rs. 1600/hr and Rs.
1800/hr for happy seeder and SMS combine
respectively as rent.

farmers. He also suggested to create more and more
whatsapp groups involving cooperative societies and
farmers involved In-situ management to share their
experience and creating awareness among farmers.
Cooperative Societies' Perspective:
S. Balkir Singh, Secretary, Nurpur Bet Agriculture
Multipurpose Cooperative Society said that the
society's machinery bank is catering to the needs of the
farmers of the village Nurpur Bet as well as many
nearby villages. The demand for paddy stubble
management machinery is increasing every year and
farmers are coming forward to shun stubble burning. He
suggested that quality standards of machines must be
ensured by the manufacturers and farmers should opt
for purchasing machineries in groups rather than
individually.

S. Jatinder Singh, Munda Pind, Tarn Taran requested to
decrease the formalities in the process of granting
subsidies to the farmers on the implement required for
In-Situ Crop Residue Management. He also requested
to provide subsidies on equipments like power sprayers
required for pest management on subsidized rates to the

S. Sukhwinder Singh, Secretary, Agricultural
Cooperative Society, Kohara expressed the society's
desire to cater as many farmers as possible to deal with

Key reflections:
v
Quality standards of machines procured under the central scheme must be ensured, since the
demand is high and orders are made in bulk.
v
Government may form Teams to keep watch on the defined standards of machines at different
locations supplied by different manufacturers.
v
Farmers should take machines on rent from cooperative societies so that the available machine
can be operated to their full capacity.
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the issue of paddy residue management. He also raised
issues about the quality of machinery being supplied by
the manufacturers and urged the authorities to keep
watch on the desired standards since the machineries are
being purchased in bulk.

issues to the persons who are purchasing machinery in
groups.

Mr. Rajdeep singh representing National Agro
Industries, Ludhiana said that meeting the sudden
demand of machineries without compromising the
quality is on the priority of the company. They are trying
their level best to produce machines to the fullest of
their capacity to cater to the needs of farmers. He
suggested that the orders for the machineries should be
placed early so that the machines can be ready and can
be delivered much before the season of harvesting of
paddy.

Manufacturers' Perspective:
Mr. Joginder Singh, representing Kamboj Mechanical
works, Amritsar opined that the amount subsidy should
be regularly credited in to the accounts of small
manufacturing units. He also suggested that instead of
placing the order for machinery in bulk, it should be
spread across the year so that the manufacturer can
provide the good quality machinery to the farmer. He
further added that the collection of draft for purchase of
machinery from individual farmers should be avoided
so the farmer can purchase machinery from any
manufacturing unit. The permit should be issued in
place of draft to the concerned farmer just the way it

Financial Institution's Perspective:
Mr. Praveen Bhatia, Assistant General Manager (DD),
NABARD, Ludhiana talked about various NABARD
projects in collaboration with different agencies for the
sustainability. He suggested that farmers must diversify
enterprises and crops for reducing different risks and

Key reflections:
v
Government should regularly credit the subsidy amount into the accounts of small
manufacturing firms.
v
Orders for machines should be spread across the year rather than in bulk just before the
season.
Permits should be issued to farmers instead of drafts to allow them purchase from any firm.
v
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stabilizing income over the years. He informed the
house that NABARD is playing functional role as
National Implementation Entity for Adaptation Fund
for climate change adaptation projects. He expressed
his deepest desire to work on the issue of residue
burning with respective stakeholders.

stover can be used as fodder, providing an alternative to
dairy industry. It can also be incorporated in the soil
much easily as compared to rice straw. However, maize
grains require proper drying and storage facility. With
this single intervention maize may play a big role in
Punjab agriculture. Specialty corns, especially baby
corn and sweet corn, have immense potential to
establish maize-based entrepreneurs to market value
added products. Besides they can also provide high
quality fodder to the cattle farms.
Dr. H.S. Dhaliwal, Director, Punjab Agricultural
Management & Extension Training Institute
(PAMETI), Ludhiana shared his experience on happy
seeder and elaborated the efforts of PAMETI in residue
management. He informed that capacity development
of farmers and machine operators is very important at
this crucial time and training to farmers on machines
should be imparted to make the success of this
programme. He also urged all the stakeholders to work
in convergence mode to make this campaign a grand
success.

Researchers' Perspective:
Dr. P.C. Sharma, Director, ICAR- Central Institute of
Soil Salinity Research Institute (CSSRI), Karnal
expressed his pleasure to participate in this important
Meet on Convergence. He shared multiple benefits of
conservation agriculture and shared the results of
experiments conducted by ICAR-CSSRI in
collaboration with CIMMYT. He urged all the
stakeholders to work in cooperation and collaboration
mode to reach out farmers in interior areas.

Dr. H. S. Sidhu on behalf of BISA/CIMMYT said that
use of Super SMS and Happy Seeder for rice residue
management is a way forward to promote conservation
agriculture in the region. He highlighted that there is a
big need for capacity building and empowerment of the
rural youth as Rice Residue Management Custom
Operators who can act as a linkage between farmers and
KVKs and other related stakeholders. He further added

Dr. Sujay Rakshit, Director, ICAR-Indian Institute of
Maize Research (IIMR), Ludhiana discussed that maize
can play an important role in diversifying the rice-based
cropping system in Punjab providing a valuable
alternative to the farmers. Over time maize has turned
out to be more a commercial crop than a food crop. Over
60% of maize is being used in feed industry and nearly
15% in starch industry. Thus, there is immense potential
to establish maize-based industry in Punjab to augment
the farmers' income. Further, water requirement of
maize is much lower than rice, giving viable alternative
to address the issue of dwindling ground water. Maize
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be made mandatory. Where harvesting with combine
having SMS was done, the incidences of residue
burning were almost negligible. In Haryana, the order of
this kind came late, which led to higher incidences of
burning; had it been done earlier, the situation could
have been different.

that we should not see rice residue burning only in the
context of air pollution, but farmers should be educated
for secondary benefits of keeping rice residue in the
field like water saving/moisture conservation, soil
health and suppressing weeds and low cost.
Dr. J.S. Mahal, DEE, PAU, Ludhiana highlighted that
the attachment of Super SMS in combined harvester is
prerequisite for management of paddy straw and it must

Dr. Rajbir Singh, Director, ICAR-ATARI, Ludhiana
stressed that the availability of machines is another
serious problem. While painting the picture of last year,
he said that farmers asked for machines and in the
absence of machines, farmers assembled in groups and
had put straw on fire. Looking at the opportunity to reap
personal benefits, Kisan unions and political leaders
came forward to support burning. Initially, district
administration was active but later on they also avoided
discussion with Kisan unions. He also presented and
interesting observation that the farmer who cultivates
his own land desists from burning as he is worried about
the health of soil. On the other hand, farmer who takes
land on lease least bothered about the soil and practices
burning. Therefore, we may prioritize the farmers who

Key reflections:
v
The combo of Super SMS and Happy Seeder is a way to go for effective paddy residue
management.
v
Trained rural youth can be utilized as para-agents of residue management, simultaneously
generating employment for them.
v
Farmers must be made aware about the secondary/long term benefits of in-situ residue
management for obtaining their active participation.
v
The farmers who cultivate their own lands should be the first and foremost priority for in-situ
residue management.
v
Cell phone based (Apps) marketing of technologies can develop best mechanisms for working
of machine banks.
v
Special emphasis on small and marginal land holders is must for effective residue management
across the region. Similarly, farmers in interior regions have special needs.
v
Machines should be utilized to the maximum capacity for serving as much area as possible.
v
School girls should be specifically motivated to influence their parents and communities to
encourage in-situ residue management.
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cultivate their own land while putting our efforts in
action. Moreover, we should also convince the absentee
farmers to put a condition of not burning paddy straw on
the tenant while giving his land on lease. He also
suggested that, looking at the mechanism and success of
Ola and Uber, development of mobile based
Applications (Apps) for Custom Hiring of machines
can also be a step forward in modernizing sustainable
agriculture. He mentioned that a special emphasis must
be given on small/marginal farmers, who are unable to
buy own machinery but contribute significantly to
burning. Farmers working in groups can be more
effective as well as efficient as the machines would
operate to the fullest of their capacities. Demonstrations
and capacity building programmes should also be

·
Convergence is the key to success to address the
problems of residue burning and all stakeholders should
act together in convergence mode in harnessing the full
potential of these valuable resources (residue) for
sustainability of agricultural production system. There
is urgent need of building synergy amongst various
departments to work in cooperation, collaboration and
coordinated (4Cs) manner which is the key to success of
campaign covering three states. All the stakeholders
should go to field in a unified voice to shun stubble
burning.
·
All the stakeholders including public (ICAR,
SAUs, KVKs, State Department of Agriculture,
Farmers' Clubs, Cooperative Societies, NGOs),
international centers (CIMMYT, BISA), as well as
private sector should develop a common
“Communication Strategy” to spread a unified message
among all the stakeholders.

conducted for catering the needs of the interior/remote
areas where spread of these technologies is limited. He
also shared an experience reported by many that the
school girls are more aware and vigilant about
managing residue and not polluting environment.
Recommendations emerged out of discussion:
During the Convergence Meet of stakeholders on
Converging Harbingers of Agriculture, Allied
department & KVKs for Demonstrating Excellence
in Residue Management (CHAK DE), following key
recommendations have emerged which can provide a
way forward in swiftly addressing the problem of
residue burning through effectively implementing the
special scheme of Govt of India on “In-Situ
management of Rice Residues” .
14
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work jointly make an integrated approach for creating
awareness for reaching the last mile farmers thorough
F2FE and ICT tools and approaches. Other
agencies/stakeholders should also be involved directly
or indirectly so that a district level single window
mechanism should be at place not only to demonstrate
and out scale technologies but also their tracking for
effective monitoring.
·
The non-government stakeholders including
international centers and corporate sectors should make
efforts to contribute through additional capital (for
example CSR) and human resources to complement this
initiative of zero burning.

·
Suitable Apps should be developed and shared with
various stakeholders to know the availability of
machines during peak season. All out efforts should be
made by various stakeholders to share the detail of
machines so that the machines can be operated at full
capacity during harvest season.

·
The proverb “Charity begins at home” should be
implemented and all the public representatives like
Chairman of Block, Zila Parishad, MLA, MP and other
public representatives should come forward and work
in their respective villages and declare them zero
burning villages.

·
Village Panchayats who are doing excellent work in
this campaign should be honoured with cash price
(incentivization) so that the money can be utilized for
the welfare of villages and other panchayats can be
motivated. Similarly, farmers who are recycling crop
residues back to their fields using environmental
friendly technologies should be promoted, encouraged
and rewarded to motivate the laggards. Incentivization
should be a part of policy like carbon credits, ecosystem
services and other incentives.

·
In each district all the available extension/
development agents including public, private
(including seed/fertilizer dealers), corporate (seed and
pesticide companies), cooperatives, panchayat, service
providers, agro-industries etc should be mapped,
contacted to deliver clear message to farmers.
·
The ban on residue burning should be strictly
imposed by District Administration. Opinion leaders
should restrict themselves from giving statements that
would provoke farmers to burn residues. Similarly,

·
There should be a check on the quality of machines
which are supplied to farmers, CHCs etc so that
machine should work effectively and efficiently in the
field. Similar, manufacturers should be instructed for
after sale services of machines and complaints from
farmers should be addressed during operation.
·
Regular programme on Residue Management
should be telecasted on DD KSISAN, DD
DOORDARSHAN and local DD Channel during peak
harvesting season so that continuous awareness is
necessary to sensitize the farmers.
·
The State Agriculture department and KVKs should
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media and press should come forward to
publish/highlight the positive news, case studies,
success stories etc. instead of negative news.
·
Nodal officers of villages, blocks and districts
level should develop Whatt App groups so that
message sharing and activities can be monitored
regularly and effectively by the higher ups.
·
Religious leaders should be roped in the campaign
against residue burning. Similarly, rural youth should
be involved in the activities to popularize residue
management practices.
·
Farmers or absentee farmers who have given their
land on lease should come forward to convince the
lease holder not to burn the paddy straw. In future, such
farmers should be motivated to lend their lands to only
those who will not burn residues.
·
Trainings and demonstrations should be

prioritized for the villages where one or few machines
are already available. Similarly, demonstrations on use
of machinery and its results should be conducted in
every village to reach out the last mile.
·
Convergence is easier said than done. It has been
observed that conflict of interest and sense of
competition incapacitates the process of convergence
on one hand while bias in credit sharing or difference
of perception on assessment of credit quantum impairs
the success of this process on the other hand.
Last but not the least, we can achieve successful
convergence of different agencies working on crop
residue management through creating a level playing
field for all players, thoroughly assessing the quantum
of required effort in different activities and sharing the
due credit accordingly, and finally through providing
needed liberty and ease of decision making for the
participants on part of their respective agencies.
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